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explicable in the same way as the interchanges above referred to.
But in other classes of society real or apparent varieties of each pho-
netic interchange, which I have elsewhere designated " Cross Com-
pensation" (Grimm's Law, Tnibner, 1876) have established them-
selves as dialectic characteristics. Thus the plant-seller that haunts
our ways all the summer vociferates " Roots for your gardin^ all
agrowtn and ablowin "; and the lavender girl that follows him sings
" sweet-smellin lavtn^der," &c This class of instances, therefore,
offers for investigation not only an origin but a history.*

The object of this note, however, is not (as is obvious enough) to
investigate these curious phonomena, so much as to suggest that
they deserve investigation. If Mr. Vordon, or some other professed
psychologist, would subject them to a thorough discussion, he would,
besides amusing himself, instruct inquirers in other lines of study
(language, for exampleX^vhich, without being purely psychological,
necessitate a frequent reference to psychological principles.

T. LJS M. DOUBB.

Prof. Jevons's criticism of Boole's Logical System.—The appear-
ance of a new edition of ProL J«vons's Principles of Science shows.
that his partial adaptation of Boole's system, has gained a, wider cir-
culation than its -original, and renders not inopportune a few words
on the two men.

In the preface to this second edition Prof. Jevons says : " As to
my own views of Logic, they were originally moulded by a careful
study of Boole's works, as fully stated in my first logical essay ". So
it has seemed best to me to go back to this -Pure Logic of 1864, and.
taking his first and last works together, to discuss carefully his
criticisms of Boole. In both books one is.struck by the fact that
Prof. Jevons has never risen from the conception of the old
Algebra of Number to the idea of Algebras in general For,
him " all the wondrous branches of mathematical calculus" are.
merely developed Arithmetic (P. of S., p. 162). Yet he appreciates
the importance of Descartes' mathematical discovery without noting
that it was really making a new Algebra, the Algebra of Geo-
metry, introducing the directed line, the variable, &c., and not
being a mere outgrowth from the old Algebra of Number. He men-
tions also the new Algebra of Quaternions,, which contains laws flatly
contradicting those of number, yet he does not draw the obvious
conclusion. Finally, though Boole's Algebra of Logic is founded on
the condition se* = x or x (1 — x) = 0, which is not true of numbers
in general, Prof. Jevons persists in considering it "a numerical
system ".

What would he say of Grassmann's system, of Mr. SpoHdswoode's

• Many examples may be collected by the student of English popular
idioms. A collection from the German dialects has recently appeared in
Herr J. F, Krauter'a treatise Die Lautvtrtchiebung, pp. 60-62.
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little paper on Recent Algebras, finally of the Linear Associative
Algebras of <Prof. Peircet Are they all the same old original Algebra
of Number 1 As Prof. Peirce says: "Qualitative relations can be
considered by themselves without regard to quantity; the algebra of
such inquiries may be called logical algebra, of which a fine example is
given by Boole ". Yes, in spite of Prof. Jevons's continued mistakes
on this point, what Boole actually did was to create the first and greatest
Algebra of Logic. And now we are able to rate at their proper worth
all attempts to " divest his system of a mathematical dress ".

From this foundation we are ready to take up in order the objec-
tions made by Prof. Jevons to his master's system, and I think we
shall see that nearly all of them are mere corollaries of his First Objec-
tion, which itself is untenable. It has reference to the old question
about the proper method of expressing alternatives. In popular
usage, says Prof. Jevons (Pure Logic, p. 77), "the meanings of terms
joined by ' and' ' or' vary from absolute identity up to absolute
contrariety". But, as Mr. Venn says (MIND IV., p. 489)—"The
really important thing is to improve upon popular vagueness, by
keeping prominently before the mind the fact that there is this ambi-
guity. This is just one of the things that symbolic language can and
should do, and Boole's expressions have the merit of great clearness
and precision here. Sometimes what we mean is ' A or B or, it may
be, both'; sometimes ' A or B but not both'. These are surely such
distinctive meanings that it is a real blemish in common language to
merge them together, for we certainly ought to know, in any given
case, which of the two we have in mind. This Boole indicates by
always using a(l — b) + 6(1 — a) for the exclusive sense, and a +
b{\ — a) for the non-exclusiva" I perfectly agree with Mr. Venn
that Boole id here quite unassailable, yet Prof. Jevons's Second and
Third Objections depend directly upon this First, and vanish into thin
air with the hook on which they hung.

He words the Second Objection thus: " There are no such opera-
tions as addition and subtraction in pure logic," for which statement
his proof is that in his Logic, which leaves the alternatives
indefinite, one cannot safely subtract This looks like an argu-
ment against himself, and is certainly no argument against Boole.
Again, acknowledging that "subtraction is valid under the logical
restriction that the several alternatives of a term shall be mutually
exclusive or contrary," he tries still to uphold the point by saying
that the result of the subtraction can be obtained by combination.
What of thati In arithmetic the result of multiplication may be
obtained by addition. Does that prove that there is no such operation
as multiplication in arithmetic 1

The Third Objection hangs 'likewise on the untenable First
Boole found he could make a more perfect system by postulating that
each two terms must be logically distinct, and so in his system there
was no such thing as what Prof. Jovons has named the Law of Unity,
(A + A = A) Making what seems to.me a puerile application of
this law to a system which expressly excludes it, he says that x —, x
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+ x must not in Boole's system reduce to + x, as it would if it ever
could occur there, but by the application of this law (from another
system) it must reduce to 0.

The Fourth and last Objection in his Pure Logic is also to a
certain extent, I think, founded on a misconception. Logic is
primarily no more an algebra than chemistry. It was simply a science
capable of having an algebra made for it, and so in making the first
Algebra of Logic, Boole was called upon to settle once and for all the
meaning of the symbols he chose to employ in his system. Very
wisely he settled most on the ground of analogy to the interpretations
adopted in the oldest algebra, and thus § received the meaning of
' tome,' an indefinite class term. But his critio understands this to
mean that wherever # appears " we must have another distinct system
by which to get that meaning ". Two sections before the conclusion
of his book he adds: " Supposing it prove true that Prof. Boole's
Calculus of 1 and 0 has no real logical force and meaning, it cannot
be denied that there is -still something highly remarkable, something
highly mysterious in the fact, that logical 'forms can be turned into
numeral forms, and while treated as numbers, still possess formal
logical truth". This would indeed be highly mysterious if Boole's
algebra had no real logical meaning, but the mystery vanishes when
we recognise that the algebra which Boole made for logic was sub-
jected to such laws of operation that, had we desired to apply it to
numbers, unity and zero would have satisfied all ite requirements.

So much for Prof. Jevons's Logic of Quality. I will simply add
that he transfers the same objections to his Principles of Science, 2nd
Ed., pp. 68-71, &c, and that they gain no force in the transfer.

In his Elementary Lessons in Logic (1870), I will notice only this one
sentence, p. 191:—"Dr. Boole regarded Logic as a branch of Mathe-
matics and believed that he could arrive at every possible inference
by the principles of Algebra ". Here again, Mathematics and Algebra
are taken for science of dumber ; but it entirely misrepresents Boole,
to whom Mathematics had a meaning almost as broad as to Pro! Peirce,
who scouts the idea that its range is limited to quantitative research.
" Mathematics," according to Prof. Peirce, "belongs to every inquiry,
moral as well as physical Of some sciences, it is so large a portion that
they have been quite abandoned to the mathematician. Such is the
case with geometry and analytic mechanics. But in many other
sciences, as in all those of mental philosophy and most of the branches
of natural history, it is of no practical value [at present] to separate
the mathematical portion and subject it to isolated discussion."

Prof. Jevons himself has had this fact at last forced to some degree
upon his attention, for at p. 155 of his new edition of the Principles
of Science, he quotes this sentence from Boole, which he should have
noticed thirteen years ago:—" It is not of the essence of mathematics
to be conversant with ideas of number and quantity ".

Reading on from p. 155 to p. 162, we may notice that Prof. Jevons's
whole doctrine of the nature of Humber grows out of his study of the
Algebra that Boole made for Logic. He even goes so far as to 'say,
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p. 158 : " I conceive that all numbers might be represented as arising
oat of the combinations of the Logical Alphabet, more or less of each
series being struck out by various logical conditions ". Does it not
seem a little more rational to suppose that if we have a series of four
terms, we already have the number 3, and do not, as he says, get it
" from the condition that A must be either B or C, so that the com-
binations are ABC, ABe, A6C ".

Boole discovered that an algebra, in order to be fitted for ap-
plication to Logic, must recognise the law A A = A, or (as he better
expressed it) x* = x, or x (1—x) = 0; which combines two laws since
it expresses what in Prof. J evons's notation would be written Aa = 0,
and it was called by Boole the Law of Duality as showing that we
always naturally perform dichotomy, dividing the universe into x and
not x, so that x (1—x) = 0,—a thing cannot be both x and not x.
Boole thought that only two numbers obeyed this formal operative
law x* = x, namely 1 and 0. But Prof. Jevons discovers, p. 161,
that, " In reality all numbers obey the law. . . . In short, twice
tioo is two, unless we take care that the second two has a different
meaning from the first." If every second 2 must have a different
meaning from' the first 2, how is it that the one can be substituted for
the other wherever it occurefi Is this not rather a forced way of try-
ing to prove the statement at p. 156 : " Number is but logical discri-
mination, and algebra a highly developed logic ". He goes on (p. 162k
" Mathematical symbols then obey all the laws of logical symbols .
If this is true, we must- credit Boole with one more great discovery in
Pure Mathematics, for he brought to light a fundamental law of
number, x* = x, which no one before him had suspected, and which I
cannot believe even on Prof. Jevons's assurance.

At p. 113,'he says generally of Boole : " I t is a wonderful evidence
of his mental power that by methods fundamentally false he should
have succeeded in reaching true conclusions and widening the sphere
of reason". For my part, I did not know that any mental power
would enable methods fundamentally false to produce invariably true
results.

GBORGE BBUCB HAMTBD,
Fellow of the John Hopkim University, Baltimore.

MUVs Theory of the Syllogism.—In Mill's famous chapter on the
Functions and Logical Value of the Syllogism, it seems to me that he
has included under the Syllogism two things that ought to be kept
separate and distributed under different heads in the logical system.
Perhaps I may even go the length of saying that what he gives as
Syllogism, is not properly Syllogism at all; but I will at the outset
confine myself to the assertion that what he gives is the least promi-
nent fact in the theory of the Syllogism.

The first of the two objects of the Syllogism, the one that Mill sets
forth almost exclusively, is to exhibit the full form of the Deductive

1 0
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